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the ability to understand something instinctively, 

without the need for conscious reasoning.

INTUTION 



ACTIVATE INTUITION 

Expressing how you feel 

Trusting how you feel without the need for validation or recognition from
others 

Holding space to allow yourself to follow your gut feelings and knowings
without checking in with anyone. 

We all have spiritual gifts - our intuition connects us deeper to our
inner knowing of what we know to be true.  



NEUROSCIENCE  
Allows you to arrive a better decisions better. 

We have three brains neuroscience has proved. 

Head 

Heart 

Gut 

Work in tandem connecting and integrating these in decision making. 

Access deeper level of intelligence. 
 



86 billion neurons
The seat of language, cognition, consciousness, and creativity
Recognizes, gives meaning, creates narratives.
“I think,” “I reckon,” “I understand”

40,000 neurons that can operate independently from the head brain
Handles emotional processing, expression of values, and interpersonal
connections 
“I feel,” “My heart says,” “Heavy/light heart”

100 million neurons
Controls self-preservation and mobilization, responds to challenges,
opposition and danger
Determines core sense of self
“It takes guts,” “my gut tells me”

Cephalic Brain (Head)

Cardiac Brain (Heart)

Enteric Brain



Breathing deeply, with a slow and steady inhalation to
exhalation ratio, signals our parasympathetic nervous system
to calm the body down. Long, deep breaths can also manage

our stress responses to help decrease anxiety, fear, racing
thoughts, a rapid heartbeat and shallow chest breathing.



Neptune conjunct the ascendant 

Neptune in aspect to Sun, Moon, Mercury or Venus

Planets in the 12th House and 8th House 

Placements in Pisces, Scorpio and Cancer 

Water Trine  

In your chart 



1st House - A spiritual approach to life - see soul through their
eyes. Mystical approach to life.  

2nd House - Self less with money - could see connection to
spirituality through possessions. Card readings/Use of Tools. Feels
connected to spirituality through possessions and material. 
3rd House - Imaginative writer/speaker/communicator - through
your words you connect to spirit. People want to listen to what
you have to say.  

Pisces Through the House 



4th House - Spirit is connected through your home, your space and
surroundings may be drawn to where you feel most connected to
yourself in your living environment. At home likely to be able to
connect to intuition connect to your inner world. 

5th House - Mystic for fun and creativity - drawn to mystics and
spirituality likely love to connect for fun and hobby. Finds joy and
playfulness in their intuition. 

6th House - Spirituality is connected within your day to routine its a
core part of your being and health. Lacking it can lead to ill health.  

Pisces Through the House 



7th House - Spiritual intuition is connected through your
partnerships and marriage. Attracted and deeply connected to
mystics through your collaborations. 

8th House -  The depth of spirituality research, connected, psychic
and the  deep connection with others nothing superficial.  You want
to get to the nitty gritty you feel it. 

9th House - Through education, learning and fluid belief system
could explore and understand/connect to a variety of spiritual
connections.  

Pisces Through the House 



10th House - Intuitive through your career and people
recognise and connect to it. Deeply intuitive through your work
and how you are seen. 

11th House - In your groups and friendships intuition is
activated. Sense to feel and embody others feelings. 

12th House - Meditation, Dreaming, Connecting to yourself and
great powers with visualisation.  

Pisces Through the House 



How can I
trust my

intuition? 

What is my
intuition

telling me? 

What steps
do I need to

take to
follow my
Intution?  



LET'S STAY CONNECTED 

Message me with your downloads and
progress.    

17th November @19.30 Pisces Dreams
In Your Chart - on zoom  


